30 anni Erasmus
“Da Erasmus a Erasmus Plus: una finestra sul Mediterraneo”

October 10th 2017
Didactic Unit of Foreign Languages and Literatures - Ragusa

Programme

8.00  Departure from Catania to Ragusa Ibla (meeting point: Piazza Alcalà - Catania)
10.00 Tasting of local products offered by the sponsors of the event
11.00 Official Welcome Session
   - Prof. Francesco Basile - Rector of the University of Catania
   - Prof. Santo Burgio - President of the Didactic Unit of Foreign Languages and Literatures (University of Catania)
   - Prof. Rosario Sinatra - Delegate of the Rector for the Mediterranean Area (University of Catania)
11.30 A planned speech on EU Development Policy in the Mediterranean Area
   - Dr. Marcello Scalisi - Director of the Mediterranean Universities Union (UNIMED)
11.50 A planned speech on Crises and “new normal” in the Euro-Mediterranean area
   - Prof. Fulvio Attinà - Full Professor of EU Public Policies (University of Catania)
12.10 A planned speech on Erasmus at UNICT: from LLP to Erasmus+
   - Dr. Giuseppe Caruso - Didactic Division Manager (University of Catania)
12.30 Short presentation of Erasmus Electronic Platform for Adult learning - EPALE
   - Prof. Roberta Piazza (Italian EPALE Ambassador)
12.40 Awarding and reading of the best works of the competition
13.00 Showing of short films (themed presentations)
13.30 Buffet
15.00 Guided tour of Ragusa Ibla
17.00 Departure from Ragusa
19.00 Arrival to Catania (Piazza Alcalà - Catania)